Recently, Katz and colleagues reported a novel semiochemical isolated from mouse urine that activates MOE neurons (Lin et al., 2005).
To determine the precise volatiles in urine that activate the main olfactory system, Katz's group accomplished a technical tour de force by combining single-unit electrophysiological recordings from MOE mitral cells with solid-phase microextraction and gas chromatography of urine. This ambitious experimental paradigm allowed for the characterization of mitral cells (located in the olfactory bulb in Figure 1 ) that were specifically activated by individual compounds within urine. A novel compound was identified from male urine that is absent in female urine and excites neurons of the MOE. This compound, (methylthio)methanethiol (MTMT), elicits an attractive behavioral response from females. Is MTMT the first identified et al., 2000) . Currently, the biodicted behavior of aggression that is thought to be unaffected by experience, learning, or memory (Connor, logical function of these purified compounds is subtle, yet, based on their presence in bioactive fluids and 1972). Based on these functional observations, it is not clear whether MTMT, the substance in male urine that their ability to activate VNO sensory neurons, they should be considered candidate pheromones. As the activates MOE neurons and is attractive to females, can be classified as a pheromone. Since the females used field begins to unravel the logic of chemosensation, it will be interesting to address the extent to which one in the behavioral analysis of MTMT were sexually experienced (Lin et al., 2005), their prior exposure to males molecule can activate both the VNO and the MOE. These isolated compounds along with MTMT, which is provided ample opportunity for associative learning to male-specific cues that may not otherwise convey bealso volatile, suggest that there is no inherent biophysical difference between the molecular features of an havioral information when presented to naive females alone. It will be of interest to determine whether MTMT odorant and a pheromone.
However, previous behavioral experiments clearly initiates attraction in females without sexual experience or rather functions as a learned cue that females assoidentified nonvolatile pheromone activity, and recently a great step has been made toward identifying these ciate with males after exposure. of the uterine lining rather than allowing for hormonal profiles conducive to embryo implantation and pregAre these peptides pheromones? They are emitted and detected within a species, activate chemosensory neunancy. Female mice circumvent this problem by forming an "olfactory memory" (Bruce effect, Bruce, 1959) rons, and serve to block a neuroendocrine response ensuring pregnancy. Thus, they possess many of the specific to the MHC class I peptide profile of the mating partner which subsequently prevents entry into estrus accepted functions of pheromones. In total, it appears that the structural nature of pheromones is heteronormally evoked by his pheromones ( Figure 2B ). However, this mechanism is specific to the mating partner, geneous from volatile small molecules to nonvolatile peptides.
Do MHC I peptides convey intrinsic information? It is
as 
